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Abstract. In this paper we present a new approach for build-
ing metadata schemas by integrating existing ontologies and
structured vocabularies (thesauri). This integration is based
on the specification of inclusion relationships between the-
saurus terms and ontology concepts and results in application-
specific metadata schemas incorporating the structural views
of ontologies and the deep classification schemes provided by
thesauri. We will also show how the result of this integration
can be used for RDF schema creation and metadata query-
ing. In our context, (metadata) queries exploit the inclusion
semantics of term relationships, which introduces some re-
cursion. We will present a fairly simple database-oriented so-
lution for querying such metadata which avoids a (recursive)
tree traversal and is based on a linear encoding of thesaurus
hierarchies.
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1 Introduction

In open and evolving environments such as the World
Wide Web, discovering, integrating and accessing informa-
tion are difficult and complex tasks due to the semantic het-
erogeneities [30] resulting from the different terminologies
and conceptualizations employed by the various information
providers and consumers.

Providing access to heterogeneous and distributed
databases through integrated views has been studied from the
early 80’s [6]. A large number of papers exist on the integra-
tion of distributed databases and [36,46,43] are comprehen-
sive studies on the topic. However such approaches for data
integration are not appropriate anymore for new applications
based on the integration of a large number of Web resources
that are not necessarily strongly structured or have a structure
which is not fully available.

New approaches to this issue have been proposed in the
past ten years. All of these are based on a three-tier architec-
ture, where applications access wrapped information sources
via mediators. In this paper, we focus on mediation mod-
els based on the creation and exchange of semantic meta-
data [32] describing the contents of shared Web resources in
terms of a common domain specific vocabulary or metadata
schema.

A metadata schema organizes information within a do-
main of interest and is defined by a community of people who
want to provide tools for describing and querying resources
within this domain. More precisely, a metadata schema is
comprised of (1) a vocabulary, i.e. a set of element names to
be used for the description of information in a domain (e.g.
the creator, title elements of the Dublin Core metadata el-
ement set [18]), and (2) a set of semantic relationships for
information structuring. We first present a modular approach
for the creation of metadata schemas based on the integra-
tion of existing ontologies and thesaurus hierarchies defined
according to the ISO 2788 standard for monolingual the-
sauri [31].

Each new source is added in the system by providing to
the mediator its description. More precisely, a source descrip-
tion expresses the contents and the semantics of a source
in terms of the metadata schema. For describing sources,
a knowledge-base approach is often advocated. Informa-
tion Manifold [3], PICSEL [26] are examples of such sys-
tems, based on Description Logics to represent the metadata
schema and the source descriptions. In this paper, we propose
a database approach with limited expressive power compared
to that of the above knowledge-based systems but which is
more efficient in the context of large size metadata schemas.
We advocate that it is possible to efficiently implement the
selection of sources according to their descriptions includ-
ing the necessary reasoning mechanisms by using standard
database technology.
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1.1 Integrating ontologies and thesauri

Ontologies and thesauri can be considered as orthogonal
ways for describing information. Ontologies are declarative
specifications of the concepts and roles in a domain of dis-
course, and provide structural, sharable views of information.
Thesauri are structured vocabularies (collections of terms),
with rich semantics but restricted structural relationships. For
example, although the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT)1,
one of the largest thesauri in the field of western art terminol-
ogy, includes extended taxonomies of cultural artifacts and
styles, there is no explicit relationship denoting the fact that
artifacts have a style. In our context, ontologies are perceived
to have a dual role : provide a generic view of information
and a structural interface over thesauri.

We follow a two-step approach to the construction of
metadata schemas. In a first step, we specify for each ontol-
ogy concept a set of thesaurus terms. The result is a connec-
tion relation between terms and concepts carrying inclusion
semantics. In a second step, a concept thesaurus is extracted
automatically for each concept. This thesaurus contains the
terms connected to the concept in the connection relation,
along with hierarchical term relationships derived from the
initial thesaurus. The integration of these thesauri with the on-
tology produces a metadata schema consisting of (1) a struc-
tural view provided by the ontology, (2) connection relations
between concepts and terms, and (3) thesaurus hierarchies.

The result of this integration is a conceptual metadata
schema that can be used for several purposes.

1.2 Creating RDF schemas

The first application of our integration process is the cre-
ation of RDF [9] metadata schemas. The Resource Descrip-
tion Framework (RDF) is a metadata specification language
that supports standard mechanisms for the representation of
metadata schemas as well as source specific metadata (source
descriptions).

Whereas RDF is very useful for the representation of
metadata in the form of XML documents, it does not provide
any methodology for the construction of metadata schemas,
which is a difficult and time consuming task especially in
environments that comprise a large number of information
sources. Moreover, RDF offers no mechanism to decide
whether a particular metadata schema meets the needs of an
application or domain. Our integration model can be consid-
ered as a possible methodology for creating complex RDF
schemas by using existing semantic components (ontologies,
thesauri) that describe the organization of information within
a domain of discourse.

1.3 Source description and discovery

The second application of the resulting metadata schema dis-
cussed in this paper is (Web) resource description and dis-

1 http://www.ahip.getty.edu/vocabulary/aat intro.html

covery. In our context, a Web resource can be anything that is
identified by a URL, i.e. a site containing a collection of doc-
uments with homogeneous or heterogeneous structure, a sin-
gle document or a fragment of a document, an image. In this
paper, we propose an efficient solution where a set of source
descriptions is viewed as a database that can be queried for
source addresses. In our context, efficiency is important be-
cause of the huge size of our metadata schemas (resulting
from the large number of terms in the integrated thesauri)
compared to traditional metadata schemas used in mediator
based systems.

To illustrate our approach, we take examples from the
cultural application domain. Thesaurus examples are taken
from the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), one of the
Getty Information Institute’s2 ongoing projects and known
as one of the largest thesauri in the area of western art his-
torical terminology. Ontology examples are inspired from the
ICOM/CIDOC Reference Model [19] which is the result of
one of the most significant efforts for a formal representation
of the basic notions of the cultural application domain.

This paper is organized as follows. After having discussed
related work (Section 2), we successively present in Sec-
tion 3, the notions of ontology and thesaurus and our ap-
proach to the automatic construction of metadata schemas by
integrating those semantic components. In the same section,
we will also describe a straightforward translation of the re-
sulting metadata schema into an RDF schema. Section 4 de-
fines a resource description model for describing and query-
ing Web resources based on our integrated metadata schema.
An implementation of this description model with a standard
object-oriented database system is presented in Section 5. Fu-
ture work is discussed in Section 6.

2 Related Work

2.1 Search Engines

Within open and evolving environments such as the Web, full
text and keyword based search engines implement an easy
and rather efficient access to the underlying data sources.
Search engines such as Altavista3 and Yahoo4 provide en-
hanced search capabilities through the classification of Web
resources (URLs) into hierarchically organized information
categories. Users can restrict the search space of a keyword
query by choosing some specific domain of interest in form
of a category from the hierarchy, but cannot represent more
sophisticated (e.g. structured) queries.

2.2 Mediation systems

Mediation systems [50] provide more flexible and powerful
tools for integrating sources. The idea is to establish appro-

2 http://www.gii.getty.edu/
3 http://www.altavista.com
4 http://www.yahoo.com
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priate mappings between the source structure and the medi-
ator’s view. These mappings are used to select sources and
rewrite user queries into several source queries. Up to date,
there exist two main approaches used in mediation based sys-
tems. In the first category, source integration is based on the
global as view approach which relies on a flexible (semi-
structured) data model to define global mediator views on
different sources. The data model and mapping language are
able to represent and integrate data coming from heteroge-
neous structured and semi-structured sources. Representative
systems in this category are TSIMMIS [11,24], YAT [13,
16] and MIX [5]. The second is based on the local as view
approach where each source is described independently as
a local view on the mediator domain model which cap-
tures the basic vocabulary of a certain domain, expressed in
some database or knowledge-base formalism (e.g. Descrip-
tion Logics [7]). Information Manifold [3], SIMS [12], PIC-
SEL [26], Infomaster [25] and DISCO [49] are basic exam-
ples of such systems.

An important part of the research has been directed to-
wards the use of ontologies as mediator domain models. One
of the first systems to follow this approach was Carnot [17]
that uses the CYC [35] knowledge base for describing source
contents. The CYC ontology contains about 105 general con-
cepts and 106 assertions on these concepts. An information
source is integrated in Carnot by providing mapping rules be-
tween the source structures and CYC structures in the form
of articulation axioms. User queries are formulated using the
CYC structures, which are then translated into local struc-
tures through the established mapping rules.

Similar to Carnot, OBSERVER [37] and its later ver-
sion InfoQuilt5 use a knowledge-base approach based on the
CLASSIC description logics [8] to provide access to het-
erogeneous sources. Each information source is described
by a source-specific ontology and interoperation is achieved
through inter-ontology relationships.

2.3 Annotation systems

Document annotation systems constitute a different way to in-
formation integration and querying on the Web. Data integra-
tion is obtained by annotating Web documents with semantic
tags originating from ontologies that explicitly capture the se-
mantics of the document contents.

SHOE [29] (Simple HTML Ontological Extensions) ex-
tends the HTML element set with new element types de-
rived from application specific ontologies. In order to be able
to query Web documents according to their annotations, the
SHOE crawler gathers and stores the annotations of HTML
pages in a knowledge base (Parka) that can be queried via
first order conjunctive queries.

Ontobroker [21] consists of tools that enhance query ac-
cess and inference services for Web documents. Similar to
SHOE, HTML pages are annotated by element tags derived

5 http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/proj/iq/iq.html

from application specific ontologies defined by using a log-
ical object model with inference rules based on F-Logic. As
in SHOE, annotated HTML pages are gathered, annotations
are extracted and stored in Ontobroker knowledge base that
can be queried with a powerful logical query language.

OntoSeek [28] supports content-based access to the Web,
designed for information retrieval from on-line yellow pages
and product catalogs. OntoSeek combines an ontology driven
content matching facility with a moderately expressive repre-
sentation formalism. In OntoSeek the ontology incorporated
is Sensus [33] based on WordNet [40] linguistic ontolo-
gies. Resource descriptions are arbitrary linguistic expres-
sions (sentences) which are encoded as linguistic conceptual
graphs using the previously mentioned ontologies. The bot-
tleneck of this approach is that the semantics obtained by a
linguistic analysis of a description might not correspond to
the initial semantics defined by its author. Moreover, Sensus
contents do not often correspond to real world relationships
between classes of entities in the world, making difficult the
precise encoding of information.

Quest [4] was designed and implemented for querying
and manipulating documents written in the OHTML [34]
markup language. OHTML supports fine granularity seman-
tic tagging of HTML pages. In contrats to the previous sys-
tems that require extensions of the HTML tags, annotations
are encoded as HTML comments with no incidence on the
actual structure of the HTML page. OHTML annotations are
viewed as OEM [42] objects, expressed in textual form within
an HTML page. Quest uses the W3Lorel query language,
based on the Lorel [2] language to query the OEM objects
(semantic view), as well as the hypertext view (HTML tags)
of the document. Following this semi-structured approach,
Quest allows for arbitrary tagging of HTML pages, offering
a flexibility to the user on the choice of semantic tags. On the
other hand, it introduces a certain degree of semantic ambi-
guity allowing users within the same community to annotate,
using different terminologies, closely related document con-
tents.

2.4 Metadata vocabularies

Over the past years a great amount of effort has been in-
vested in the development of metadata vocabularies for the
exchange of information across different applications and do-
mains. Dublin Core6 contributes to semantic interoperability
by promoting a common set of elements which can be used
to describe in a consistent manner information concerning the
contents of electronic documents, such as their title, creator,
or subject. USMARC7 defines a set of descriptive elements
for the representation and exchange of bibliographic data. In
the cultural domain, the Aquarelle Project [39] uses the XML
CI DTD (Document Type Definition) of the French Ministry
of Culture 8 to describe a set of element names, dedicated

6 http://purl.oclc.org/dc/
7 http://lcweb.loc.gov/marc/marc.html
8 http://aquarelle.inria.fr/Inventaire
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to territory inventory making. All the above metadata ele-
ment sets are the result of the collaboration of a number of
user communities and other authorities in the corresponding
fields.

2.5 Contribution

Our contribution is twofold. First the proposed integration of
ontologies and thesauri can be considered as a methodology
to construct annotation and mediation schemas by (re-)using
existing semantic components in a domain of interest. This
leads to efficient and scalable mediator designs for integrating
and accessing sources within a domain of interest. The sec-
ond contribution is a fairly simple database-oriented solution
for querying metadata, which avoids recursive tree traversals
on thesauri based on a linear encoding of thesaurus hierar-
chies. Whereas the expressive power of source descriptions is
limited compared to more powerful knowledge-based medi-
ator systems, metadata query evaluation can be implemented
in a very efficient way.

3 Integrating Ontologies and Thesauri

3.1 Ontologies

The term ontology has been used in several disciplines, from
philosophy, to knowledge engineering, where an ontology is
comprised of concepts, concept properties, relationships be-
tween concepts and constraints. Ontologies are defined in-
dependently from the actual data [27], reflect a common un-
derstanding of the semantics of the domain of discourse and
are used to share and exchange information between sources.
They are declarative specifications of the basic notions in a
domain. In the fields of information systems and database
systems, an ontology would be represented by a conceptual
schema. In our context, we consider ontologies with inheri-
tance relations (isa) and typed roles between concepts, suffi-
cient to model a large class of applications that can be easily
represented as RDF schemas (Section 3.4).

Definition 1. An ontology is a triple O = (C, R, isa)
defined as follows :

1. C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} is a set of concepts, where each
concept ci refers to a set of objects (concept instances),

2. R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm} is a set of binary typed roles be-
tween concepts,

3. isa is a set of inheritance relationships defined between
concepts. Inheritance relationships define a partial order
over concepts and carry subset semantics.

Ontologies can be represented as labeled directed graphs
where nodes correspond to concepts and arcs correspond
to roles and isa relationships. Figure 1 illustrates an ex-
ample ontology, inspired from the ICOM/CIDOC Reference
Model [19] which is used to describe cultural information.

Concept Physical Object collects all physical objects, the
latter composed of other physical objects. Activities (concept
Activity) are associated with physical objects, the former per-
formed by persons, institutions and organizations (concept
Actor). Concepts Biological Object and Man-Made Object
are sub-concepts of Physical Object and inherit all roles de-
fined in their superconcept. Instances of Man-Made Object
have a title (role has-title) instance of concept Title and have
been created in a specific period (role of-period, instance of
concept Period). Iconographic Object is a sub-concept of
Man-Made Object. Iconographic objects have a style (role
style), instance of concept Style.

Iconographic Object

Title

Style

Physical Object

Actor
is-composed-of

isA

isA

performed by

Biological Object Man-Made Object

Period
of-period

isA

has-title

style

Activity
associated with

Fig. 1. A simple cultural ontology.

3.2 Thesauri : Structured Vocabularies

A vocabulary is a collection of terms that describe informa-
tion in a domain of interest. Examples of such vocabularies
are the ACM Computing Classification System9, the Library
of Congress Subject Headings10, the Unified Medical Lan-
guage System11 and the Art & Architecture Thesaurus12 in
the cultural domain. Thesauri are structured vocabularies of
thousands of terms which are used as efficient means for con-
sistent indexing and retrieval of information.

Thesaurus terms are considered as the representation of
concepts in the form of a noun or a noun phrase. Concepts are
perceived by thesaurus developers as referring collectively to
a set of objects (concept instances) [38] that are considered
as such not with respect to a formal classification process but
through a common agreement. Under this perspective, the in-
terpretation of a thesaurus term is a set of objects, which we
call the extension of the term. Thesauri are said to be struc-
tured since they include a fixed set of semantic term rela-
tionships. Due to the set theoretic definition of terms, these
semantic relationships are interpreted as relations between
sets [20,47].

The ISO 2788 Standard [31] for the documentation and
establishment of monolingual thesauri defines the following
four kinds of term relationships which distinguish structured
thesauri from arbitrary collections of terms :

9 http://www.iicm.edu:8080/jucs classification
10 http://www.grci.com/services/library/libcongress/index.shtml
11 http://gmedserv.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls
12 http://www.ahip.getty.edu/vocabulary/aat intro.html
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< visual works >

< visual works by medium or technique >

paintings sculpture drawings

< paintings by material or technique > < paintings by form >

oil paintings miniatures

broader term generic relationship 

Fig. 2. Part of the Art & Architecture Thesaurus hierarchy Visual Works
which collects all artifacts that are used for visual communication (paintings,
sculptures, photos).

1. generalization (broader term generic - btg),
2. instance (broader term - bt),
3. partitive or part-of (broader term partitive - btp),
4. associative (related term - rt) and
5. equivalence (used for term - uf).

Term relationships btg and btp are called hierarchical. In
this paper we are only concerned with btg relationships13

which carry subset semantics and are the most frequently
used hierarchical relationships. Nevertheless, our approach
can easily be extended with equivalence relationships : equiv-
alent terms generally play the role of synonyms. In our ap-
proach a term (or descriptor) can be considered as a canoni-
cal name for the equivalence class defined by the equivalence
relationship.

btg-relationships are transitive and organize terms with
similar semantics into directed acyclic graphs (DAG), re-
ferred to as hierarchies, or classification schemes. Two ex-
amples of btg-hierarchies are shown in Figures 2 and 3. For
example in Figure 2, term paintings is broader than oil paint-
ings, with the interpretation that oil-paintings are paintings.
A thesaurus hierarchy is defined by its root term, a term with
no broader term (e.g. <visual works> in Figure 2). We as-
sume mono-hierarchical thesauri which can be represented
by a forest of hierarchies where each term has exactly one
broader term.

Although the definition we give is not complete w.r.t. all
possible term relationships existing in real thesauri it is suffi-
cient for creating rich metadata schemata.

Definition 2. A thesaurus is a couple T = (D, btg) such
that

1. D = {t1, t2, . . . tn} is a set of terms,
2. btg defines a partial ordering in D where each term has at

most one predecessor.

3.3 Integrating Ontologies and Thesauri

In this section, we present a methodology for the construc-
tion of metadata schemas based on the integration of exist-
ing ontologies and thesaurus hierarchies. The construction is

13 The interested reader can refer to ISO 2788 [31] for a deeper presenta-
tion of the remaining term relationships.

< international post-1945<styles and periods by region> styles and movements >

<modern european styles and movements> <renaissance baroque styles and periods>

<modern european fine arts styles and movements >

first-impressionism

impressionism post-impressionism

broader term generic relationship

renaissance

high renaissance

late renaissance

early renaissance

<styles and periods>

european < post-1945 fine arts styles and movements >

abstract impressionist<european styles and periods>

Art Deco

Fig. 3. Part of the Art & Architecture Thesaurus hierarchy Styles & Periods
which collects all styles, periods and movements of Art in the western world.

done in two steps. In the first step, we specify for each on-
tology concept c, a set of terms, considered as sub-concepts
of c. This step is similar to establishing inter-schema asser-
tions [10] for database schema integration and cannot be a
completely automated process since it requires the knowl-
edge of the thesaurus and the ontology semantics. In the sec-
ond step, a concept thesaurus is extracted automatically for
each concept. This thesaurus contains the terms connected to
the concept in the first step, along with broader-generic (btg)
relationships derived from the initial thesaurus, which can be
done automatically. The integration of each extracted con-
cept thesaurus with the ontology produces a metadata schema
consisting of a structural view (provided by the ontology) and
a semantic view (provided by thesaurus hierarchies).

Step 1 : Specialization of Concepts with Terms

In the first step of the integration process, thesaurus terms are
“connected” to ontology concepts. These connections belong
to a binary connection relation Con ⊆ D × C over a set of
thesaurus terms D and a set of ontology concepts C. An ex-
ample of a connection relation is presented in Figure 4. Terms
impressionism, post-impressionism and abstract impression-
ism of the Art & Architecture Thesaurus hierarchy Styles &
Periods (Figure 3) describe specific styles (ontology concept
Style in Figure 1). Term first-impressionism of the same hier-
archy describes both a style and a period (concepts Style and
Period respectively). Similarly, term renaissance and its nar-
rower terms of hierarchy Styles & Periods describe different
types of styles and periods (ontology concepts Style and Pe-
riod respectively). Finally, terms paintings, oil paintings and
sculpture of the AAT hierarchy Visual Works (Figure 2) de-
scribe different kinds of iconographic objects (ontology con-
cept Iconographic Object).

The way the user actually chooses the concepts to be con-
nected to a given term will not be discussed in this paper.
Briefly speaking, either one connects t with some concept c
with the assumption that all descendants of t are connected to
c or one chooses explicitly among the descendants of t.

In the previous example, we do not connect the whole
thesaurus hierarchy Styles & Periods to concepts Style and
Period. We adopt this selective approach, i.e. relating the-
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Term Concept Term Concept
impressionism Style paintings Iconographic Object
post-impressionism Style oil paintings Iconographic Object
abstract impressionism Style sculpture Iconographic Object
renaissance Style early renaissance Style
renaissance Period early renaissance Period
late renaissance Style high renaissance Style
late renaissance Period high renaissance Period
first-impressionism Period first-impressionism Style

Fig. 4. A connection relation Con for AAT hierarchies Styles & Periods, Visual Works and ontology concepts Style, Period and Iconographic Object.

saurus terms to ontology concepts explicitly, for several rea-
sons. An obvious reason is that some terms could be out of
the scope of the application that has to be described by the
resulting metadata schema. For example, if some application
is only concerned with paintings, then terms referring to arti-
facts other than paintings (e.g. sculpture, drawings) need not
be considered in the resulting schema. Another reason is that
some terms (e.g. guide terms in [31,48]) are used to orga-
nize thesaurus hierarchies (e.g. <visual works by medium or
technique>) and might have no use for describing informa-
tion. Finally, another important reason is that thesaurus hier-
archies might contain terms which can be connected to differ-
ent concepts. For example, terms of the AAT hierarchy Styles
& Periods (Figure 3) describe styles (e.g. impressionism), pe-
riods (e.g. art deco), or both styles and periods (e.g. renais-
sance). Connecting terms to concepts in a selective manner
allows users to clarify between the multiple semantics of a
term (e.g. as in the case of homonyms) and consequently re-
solve semantic ambiguities at the thesaurus level.

Observe that a term can be connected to several concepts,
For example, in the connection relation illustrated in Figure 4,
term first-impressionism is connected to both Style and Pe-
riod concepts.

Step 2 : Thesaurus Extraction

After having defined the connection relation between terms
and concepts, we extract for each concept in the connection
relation, a thesaurus, called concept thesaurus.

Let T be a thesaurus connected to a subset of concepts
S ⊆ C by a connection relation ConS . Then, extract(S, T )
is a new thesaurus that contains (1) the subset of all terms
in T connected to concepts in S and (2) all btg relations be-
tween these terms, induced by the btg relations in the initial
thesaurus. More precisely :

Definition 3. Denote by ConS(t, c) the relational table
where each tuple represents the connection between a term
t in thesaurus T = (D, btg) and a concept c in S. Then
extract(S, T ) = (D′, btg′) is a new thesaurus where

– D′ = πt(ConS) is the subset of terms in the connection
relation.

– btg′ is induced by the partial order defined by btg on
terms in D′ : for all pairs of terms t and t′ in D′, if

btg(t, t′), i.e. t′ is a broader term of t in the initial the-
saurus T , then btg′(t, t′), i.e. t′ is a broader term of t in
the new thesaurus extract(S, T ).

It is possible to define a concept thesaurus Tc for each
concept c in the set of ontology concepts S as follows :

Definition 4. Let T be a thesaurus, Sc be the set of sub-
concepts of c including c and ConSc be a connection relation
defined for T and Sc. Then the concept thesaurus associated
with c is defined as Tc = extract(Sc, T ).

For the definition of a concept thesaurus we exploit not
only the btg relations between the terms but also the isa rela-
tionships at the ontology level. Consider the example in Fig-
ure 5. Terms t, v and w are connected to concepts c, d and e
respectively. The extraction operation on concept c will con-
struct the thesaurus Tc that contains besides term t, terms v
and w that are connected to its sub-concepts. Observe also
that a term can appear in multiple concept thesauri, and terms
that are not connected to any concept such as, for example,
term u in Figure 5, have disappeared from the concept the-
sauri. Moreover, the selection operation on concept c created
a btg relation between terms w and t which were not directly
related in the original thesaurus.

Fig. 5. Extracted Thesaurus Examples.

At this point, we should mention that a concept thesaurus
can be induced by those of its super-concepts. For example,
if d is a sub-concept of c, and Tc is the concept thesaurus
of c, then the concept thesaurus of d can be extracted from
thesaurus Tc as follows : Td = extract(Sd, Tc). In the pre-
vious example, only concept thesaurus Tc of concept c has
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to be extracted from the original thesaurus T . All thesauri
corresponding to sub-concepts of c might then be created on
demand during the creation of the metadata schema (Sec-
tion 3.4).

3.4 RDF schema construction

The first application of the resulting metadata schema is
straightforward and consists in the creation of an RDF
schema. Ontology concepts and thesaurus terms in the meta-
data schema are modeled as RDF classes and ontology roles
correspond to RDF properties. Ontology isa relationships,
connection relations between terms and concepts and btg re-
lations between terms all carry inclusion semantics and are
modeled with the RDF subclassOf property.

Resource Description Framework

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a foundation
for processing metadata [9]14 which supports standard mech-
anisms for the representation of metadata schemas as well as
source specific metadata. It relies on a simple, graph-based
data model and uses XML (eXtensible Markup Language)15

to communicate and process metadata in a machine readable
and human understandable format. Similar to the separation
of schema and instance in traditional databases, we can dis-
tinguish between RDF schemas and RDF descriptions (in-
stances of an RDF schema).

RDF descriptions

RDF can be used to describe any kind of resource, identi-
fied by a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), such as a Web
server, an XML document or an element of an HTML page
(e.g. an image). RDF supports the definition of resource prop-
erties whose values can be other resources or literals (strings,
integers). A collection of property/value pairs that refers to
a specific resource is called an RDF description and can be
represented as a labeled directed graph where nodes corre-
spond to resources or literals (values) and edges to resource
properties.

Figure 6 shows an RDF description for a Web page that
describes a painting of the French painter Claude Monet. The
XML namespace mechanism allows the specification of dif-
ferent RDF schemas. For example, lines 2 and 3 define two
XML namespaces : xlmns:web-page and xlmns:artifact.
The first one contains general properties of HTML pages (ti-
tle, presents, creator) and the second one specifies prop-
erties of cultural artifacts (title, style, type, period). This
mechanism is very useful since it permits the reuse of ex-
isting, distinct RDF schemas within the same RDF descrip-
tion, without creating name conflicts (e.g. web-page:title,
artifact:title). Line 4 tells us that the description that fol-
lows concerns the HTML page which can be accessed by

14 http://www.w3c.org/RDF
15 http://www.w3.org/XML/

the URL http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/paint/monet/first-
/impression/. The title of this page is “Web Museum: Monet,
Claude : Impression : soleil levant ” (line 5) and has been
created by Nicolas Pioch (line 14). To describe properties of
the painting, it is necessary to define a local resource which
is identified by URI soleil levant that refers to the painting.
The painting’s properties are its type (oil painting, line 8),
title (Impression : soleil levant, line 9), style (impression-
ism, line 10) and period (first-impressionism, line 11).

RDF schemas

The RDF Schema Specification Language [9] is a declara-
tive language used for the definition of RDF schemas16 in-
corporating aspects from knowledge representation models
(e.g. semantic nets), database schema definition languages
and graph models. It is a simple language of restricted ex-
pressive power compared to predicate calculus based meta-
data languages such as CycL [35] and KIF17.

An RDF schema defines classes and properties which can
be instantiated in RDF descriptions. Classes are organised
into hierarchies using the property rdfs:subclassOf which is
defined in RDF Schema (namespace rdfs) which has the stan-
dard semantics of class inheritance in object-oriented data
models. For example, the RDF schema illustrated in Fig-
ure 7 defines class Man Made Object (line 4) and its sub-
class Iconographic Object (lines 5,6). It also defines classes
Style (line 7), Period (line 8). RDF Schema allows both
typed and untyped properties. Properties in our example are
typed (i.e. they have a restricted domain and range). In Fig-
ure 7, property period (line 15) is defined between classes
Man Made Object (line 16) and Period (line 17), using the
RDF Schema properties rdfs:domain and rdfs:range respec-
tively. Summarizing, RDF offers a rich, comparatively simple
graph-based data model and supports the definition of source
specific metadata (RDF descriptions) and metadata schemata
(RDF schemas). It uses XML for the syntactical representa-
tion, exchange, and processing of these metadata.

RDF metadata schema construction

The creation of the RDF schema S for an ontology O =
(C,R, isa), and a set of concept thesauri Tc = (D, btg) is
straightforward :

1. RDF classes : for each ontology concept c and for each
term t in Tc, define RDF classes c and c:t, respectively.

2. RDF properties : for each typed role r(c, d) in R de-
fine an RDF property with rdfs:domain RDF class c and
rdfs:range RDF class d.

3. RDF subclassOf properties : define an rdfs:subclassOf
property between the corresponding RDF classes for each
isa (and btg) relation between ontology concepts (and
thesaurus terms). In addition, for each RDF class c:t, that

16 In the following RDF Schema will denote the specification language
used to define RDF schemas.

17 http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/kif.html
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1. <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
2. xmlns:web-page ="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/namespaces/web-pages"
3. xmlns:artifact ="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/namespaces/artifacts">
4. <rdf:Description

about="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/paint/monet/first/impression">
5. <web-page:title>Web Museum: Monet, Claude: Impression: soleil levant

</web-page:title>
6. <web-page:presents>
7. <rdf:Description about="soleil_levant">
8. <artifact:type>oil painting</artifact:type>
9. <artifact:title>Impression : soleil levant</artifact:title>
10. <artifact:style>impressionism</artifact:style>
11. <artifact:period>first-impressionism</artifact:period>
12. </rdf:Description>
13. </web-page:presents>
14. <web-page:creator>Nicolas Pioch</web-page:creator>
15. </rdf:Description>
16. </rdf:RDF>

Fig. 6. An RDF description for resource http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/paint/monet/first/impression.

1. <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
2. xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#"
3. xmlns:artifact="">
4. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Man Made Object"></rdfs:Class>
5. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Iconographic Object">
6. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Man Made Object"/></rdfs:Class>
7. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Style"></rdfs:Class>
8. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Period"></rdfs:Class>
9. <rdf:Property rdf:ID="style">
10. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Iconographic Object"/>
11. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Style"/> </rdf:Property>
12. <rdf:Property ID="title">
13. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Man Made Object"/>
14. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#rdfs:Literal"/></rdf:Property>
15. <rdf:Property rdf:ID="period">
16. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Man Made Object"/>
17. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Period"/></rdf:Property>
18. </rdf:RDF>

Fig. 7. An RDF schema for describing cultural resources.

corresponds to the root term of concept thesaurus Tc, add
an rdfs:subclassOf property between classes c:t and c.

It is interesting to note that we connect only the root term
of each concept thesaurus to the corresponding concept. Due
to the transitivity of the rdfs:subclassOf property, it can be
induced that a term t is a subclassOf another term t or a
concept c.

The RDF schema illustrated in Figure 8 has been con-
structed from the ontology in Figure 1, the thesaurus classifi-
cation schemes in Figures 2 and 3, and the connection relation
in Figure 4.
Ontology concepts Man Made Object, Iconographic Ob-
ject, Style, Period and terms oil paintings, paintings, im-
pressionism and first-impressionism are all represented as
RDF classes (lines 5,7,9,11,21,23,25,27). RDF class paint-
ings 18 is defined as a subclass of class Iconographic Ob-
ject (line 22), since term paintings is the root term of the
Iconographic Object concept thesaurus. In the same way,
classes impressionism and first-impressionism are defined
as subclasses of classes Style and Period respectively (lines

18 For readability purposes, terms are only prefixed with the corresponding
concept if they are shared by different concept thesauri.

26,28). Class oil paintings is a subclass of class paintings
(line 24) (defined by the btg-relations between term oil paint-
ings and term paintings). Ontology role style, is defined as an
RDF property, its domain being the class Iconographic Ob-
ject (line 19) and its range class Style (line 20). By definition
of the subclassOf property, all subclasses of Iconographic
Object inherit this property.

Using this RDF schema, one can provide RDF descrip-
tions about specific Web resources. For example, a new RDF
description for the source described in Figure 6 is shown
in Figure 9. When comparing this new description with the
previous one, one can observe that we have replaced names-
pace artifact by a new namespace int which corresponds to
the RDF schema in Figure 8. In this RDF description, se-
mantic information that was captured as a value in the previ-
ous description has been added at the schema level. For ex-
ample, the fact that the resource described an impressionist
painting was encoded in the value of tag <artifact:style>.
This value corresponds in fact to a term in the AAT and is
represented as an instance of class int:impressionism (line
11) in the new schema. The same argument holds for the
value first-impressionism which is now represented as an in-
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1. <rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
2. xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#"
3. xmlns:int="">
4. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Physical Object"></rdfs:Class>
5. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Man-Made Object">
6. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Physical Object"/></rdfs:Class>
7. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Iconographic Object">
8. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Man-Made Object"/></rdfs:Class>
9. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Period"></rdfs:Class>
10. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Title"></rdfs:Class>
11. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="Style"></rdfs:Class>
12. <rdf:Property rdf:ID="of-period">
13. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Man Made Object"/>
14. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Period"/></rdf:Property>
15. <rdf:Property rdf:ID="title">
16. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Man Made Object"/>
17. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Title"/></rdf:Property>
18. <rdf:Property rdf:ID="style">
19. <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Iconographic Object"/>
20. <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Style"/></rdf:Property>
21. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="paintings">
22. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Iconographic Object"/></rdfs:Class>
23. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="oil paintings">
24. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#paintings"/></rdfs:Class>
25. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="impressionism">
26. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Style"/></rdfs:Class>
27. <rdfs:Class rdf:ID="first-impressionism">
28. <rdfs:subclassOf rdf:resource="#Period"/></rdfs:Class>
29. </rdf:RDF>

Fig. 8. The RDF schema resulting from the integration of the ontology and thesaurus.

1. <rdf:RDF
2. xmlns:web-page ="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/namespaces/web-pages"
3. xmlns:int ="http://www.connectit.com/icom/aat">
4. <rdf:Description
5. about="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/paint/monet/first/highway/">
6. <web-page:title>Web Museum: Monet, Claude :Impression :

soleil levant</web-page:title>
7. <web-page:presents>
8. <int:oil paintings
9. about="http://metalab.unc.edu/louvre/paintings/monet/impression">
10. <int:title>Impression : soleil levant</int:title>
11. <int:style><int:impressionism/></int:style>
12. <int:of-period><int:first-impressionism/>
13 </int:of-period>
14. </int:oil paintings>
15. </web-page:presents>
16. <web-page:creator>Nicolas</web-page:creator>
17. </rdf:Description>
18.</rdf:RDF>

Fig. 9. RDF description for Claude Monet painting using the integrated schema.

stance of RDF class int:first-impressionism (line 12). Ob-
serve also (tag <rdf:Description>) (Figure 6, line 7), has
been replaced by a typed node tag <int:oil paintings> (line
8) indicating that the described resource is an oil painting.

4 Resource Description Model

A metadata schema resulting from the above integration pro-
cess describes a domain of interest and is defined by a com-
munity of people that want to provide tools for describing
and querying resources in this domain. In particular, those
tools allow the sharing of a dynamic set of Web resources. A

source that is integrated in the system, provides a description
of its structure, contents or even of some semantics which is
not explicit in the data nor in its structure. This description
is made in terms of the metadata schema. Once a source has
provided its description, it becomes visible to the system and
it is said to be published. At a given time instant, the pair
(schema, set of source descriptions) is called the description
base (DB).

The description base (DB) is managed by a mediator
which provides to the user a uniform view of the published
sources and a user must express his/her query to the mediator
in terms of the metadata schema.
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Transparently to the user, the mediator selects a subset of
sources as an answer to a user query. If a selected source s
contains a collection of documents, the mediator could for-
ward to s a subquery based on the user query in order to filter
the documents (fragments) of interest in s. The mediator can
then construct query plans that are sent to the selected sources
for evaluation, and gathers the returned results. In the general
mediation scenario we have described, we could identify two
phases: the first, is the one of identification of the relevant
sources to a user query, known as resource discovery phase;
the second is the construction of query plans, their evalua-
tion by the sources and the fusion of the returned results. In
this paper, we do not address this second step. We restrict our
attention to the first issue which is the identification of the
sources relevant to a user query.

Our approach views the DB as a database queried for
source addresses. A source address, called in the sequel a
url can be the address of a site containing a collection of doc-
uments with homogeneous or heterogeneous structures, the
address of a single document or that of a document fragment.
Once the user has obtained a set of urls, he/she is able to
access each of them. In the following, we first define the re-
source description model. Next, we specify the semantics of
a DB for a given schema and a given set of described sources.
An implementation of this model is discussed in Section 5.
Examples of queries are given to illustrate our approach to
resource discovery.

4.1 Description of sources

A source is described in terms of one or several concepts. For
each concept c, we define a set of typed properties P (c) as
follows:

1. If c is connected to some concept c′ through role r, we
shall say that r is a (role) property of type c′.

2. Each concept c is provided with a specific property of
name term and of type Tc, where Tc is the concept the-
saurus of c. Note that here a thesaurus term t is consid-
ered as a value of property term while in the RDF schema
presented in Section 3.4 a term t that belongs to the con-
cept thesaurus of a concept cwas viewed as a sub-concept
of c.

3. Let A be a set of atomic values. W.l.g., we assume that
A is the set of strings 19. Then, it is possible to create
for a concept c a new property p of type A. Property p is
referred to as a value property of c. The enrichment of the
metadata schema with value properties allows to refine
source descriptions, but the price to be paid is an increase
in the size of the DB.

4. There is no other property in P (c).

To describe some source, one chooses to specify proper-
ties of one or several concepts. More precisely, a (source)
description is a tuple (u, c, d) where u is the URL of the
source to be described and d is a concept descriptor for con-
cept c defined as follows. Let P (c) be the set of properties of

19 We might also add other atomic types such as Integer or Date.

some concept c. A concept descriptor for concept c is a tuple
d = (p1 = d1, ..., pn = dn), pi ∈ P (c), 0 ≤ n ≤ |P (c)|
where

– pi ∈ P (c) and pi 6= pj for all i 6= j, i.e. each property
can be used at most once in a descriptor,

– if pi is the term property then di is a term of the thesaurus
Tc,

– if pi is a value property r of type A, then di is an element
of A.

– if pi is a role property r of type c′, then di = (c′, d′)
where d′ is a concept descriptor for concept c′.

The following examples of source descriptions rely on the
ontology of Figure 1.

1. (url1, Actor)
2. (url2, Actor, name = “Monet”)
3. (url3, Actor, term = “painter”, name = “Monet”)
4. (url4, Activity, performed by = Actor)
5. (url5, Activity, performed by = “painter”).
6. (url5, Physical Object, of period = “impression-

ism”,term = “paintings”).

The first description defines no properties on concept Ac-
tor (the description is the empty tuple []) and source url1 is
about any kind of actors. The second source url2 is about
actors whose name is Monet (name is a value property of
concept Actor of type String). The third source url3 is about
painters (term = “painter”) with name “Monet” (painter is
a term of the thesaurus connected to concept Actor). The
fourth description says that source url4 is about activities
performed by any kind of actors (concept Activity associ-
ated to concept Actor through role performed by). Finally
source url5 is described by the last two descriptions stating
that this source is about activities of painters and about paint-
ings (term=”paintings”, concept Physical Object) of the im-
pressionist period.

The two last descriptions are shortcuts for (url5, Activity,
performed by = (Actor, term = “painter”)) and (url5, Phys-
ical Object, term = “paintings”, of period = (Period, term =
“impressionism”)). When there is no ambiguity (single tar-
get concept for a role), the target concept may be omitted.
Similarly, by convention if no value is specified for the term
property of a concept c, then as value is considered to be the
root term of c’s concept thesaurus.

4.2 Object-Oriented Description Base

A DB is a set of source descriptions, as defined in the previous
section. It corresponds to a set of sources published at a given
time instant, each of the sources is classified by one or more
concepts of the metadata schema. We use a classical object-
oriented database approach to represent and interpret descrip-
tions : a class is defined for each concept and a description is
an object of this class. The extension of class c, i.e. the set
of objects of class c stored in the DB represents the descrip-
tions classified by c. The DB is the union of the extensions of
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all classes. The only peculiarity of this object-oriented repre-
sentation comes from the semantics associated with the term
hierarchies in concept thesauri : if o corresponds to the source
description (u, c, d = [term = t, p2 = d2, ..., pn = dn]) and
belongs to the extension of class c, then for all broader terms
t′ in the thesaurus connected to c, object o′ with description
(u, c, d′ = [term = t′, p2 = d2, ..., pn = dn]) also belongs
to the extension of c. In other words, if (u, c, d) is a source
description in the DB, then (u, c, d′) also belongs to the DB.
For example, (i) term paintings and oil paintings are terms
in the concept thesaurus of Iconographic Object, (ii) term
paintings is a broader term of oil paintings and (iii), if a
source u in the description base is about oil paintings, then
the description base describes also this source as being about
paintings.

Observe that:
– if no URL is described by concept c, the extension of c is

empty (c has no description instance),
– if (u, c, d) is in the extension of c and c′ is a super-

concept of c, then (u, c′, d) is in the extension of c′, i.e.
all resources that are described by a concept descrip-
tion (u, c, d) are also described by a concept descriptor
(u, c′, d), where c is a sub-concept of c′ (inclusion se-
mantics of isa).
Note also that except for the (thesaurus) term attribute

defined on a tree-structured domain, our description model
can be expressed by any object-oriented database model (see
for example the model of [1]), i.e. can be supported by any
object-oriented system. In the following section, we shall
show that by an appropriate coding of thesaurus terms, we
do not need anymore an explicit tree structure (the tree struc-
ture being hidden in the value of the term), which renders the
description model fully compatible with an object-oriented
database representation.

5 Implementation

In this section we describe a prototype implementation of
the DB with the object-oriented database system (ODBMS)
O2 [22] and its querying with the OQL query language [15].
Although perhaps too complex as an end user language, OQL
supports rather complex queries and allows a powerful me-
diation with information sources. We look at two possible
implementations of the DB. The first subsection describes
an implementation based on a representation of thesauri in
form of trees. However, the performance of queries involv-
ing an extensive use of thesauri traversals might suffer of the
somehow naive thesaurus internal representation. This is why
we suggest in the second subsection a linearized representa-
tion of thesauri which should lead to significant performance
gains.

5.1 A Naive Object Oriented Implementation of the DB

Metadata schema concepts are implemented as O2 classes. A
source description (u, c, d) is an object of class c. Its value

is a tuple whose attributes are (i) a mandatory attribute with
name url storing the url of the source described by the object,
(ii) a mandatory attribute term that corresponds to term prop-
erty and has for a value a thesaurus term and (iii) as many at-
tributes as the properties of the corresponding concept. A role
property r is implemented as an attribute r referring to an ob-
ject of class c’, where c’ corresponds to the target concept of
the role. Value properties p, i.e. properties for which the target
is an atomic type A are not referring to an object but have a
value of type A, where A is an atomic type ofO2

20. Terms are
represented as objects (instances) of class Term. The value of
each object o, instance of class Term, is a tuple of type [t, f ]
where t is the name of the term (of type String) and f refers
to its broader term. For each class c we define a persistent root
cs (database entry point) of type set(c) which contains all ob-
jects of class c (all descriptions of concept c). Similarly, for
each class c we define a persistent root tc of type set(Term)
which contains all terms in the concept thesaurus of c. For
evaluating queries requiring thesaurus traversals, we define
in each class c the method tree(t : string) : set(Term)
which returns the set of narrower terms of t in the concept
thesaurus of c. As mentioned previously, the query language
used to query the DB is OQL. The user specifies a path in
the ontology (by specifying role properties) as well as term
and/or value attributes. A query always gives as a result a
set of urls. We show below a few examples of queries on the
schema of Figure 1 which has been integrated with the the-
saurus hierarchies of Figures 2 and 3.

1. Sources about actors?

select d.url
from d in Actors

This query selects source descriptions, instances of class
Actor.

2. Sources about (any kind of) painters ?

select d.url
from d in Actors
where d.term in d.tree(‘‘painter’’)

This query selects all source descriptions, instances of
class Actor for which the term used in the description is
painter or one of its narrower terms.

3. Sources about activities concerning man-made objects of
the renaissance period?

select d.url
from d in Activities
where d.associated_with.of_period.term in
d.associated_with.of_period.tree

(‘‘renaissance’’)

This query selects all activities (instances of class Activ-
ity) associated with an object (instance of class Man-
Made Object) of the renaissance period (note that of-
period is a property of type Period).

4. Sources about Picasso as a sculptor?

20 The O2 object model is an hybrid model which includes objects en-
capsulated in classes and typed values which are not encapsulated into any
class.
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select d.url
from d in Actors

where d.name = ‘‘Picasso’’
and d.term in d.tree( ‘‘sculptor’’ )

This query selects all objects, instances of class Actor,
whose name is “Picasso” and the term used to describe
the actor is sculptor or one of its narrower terms. In this
query, property name is a value property of type String.

5. Sources about painters of sculptures?

select a.performed_by.url
from a in Activities
where a.performed_by.term in

a.performed_by.tree(‘‘painter’’)
and a.associated_with.term in
a.associated_with.tree(‘‘sculpture’’)

This query selects all sources, instances of class Actor,
(note that role property performed by of class Activity is
of type Actor), where the term associated with the actor
is painter or one of its narrower terms and the term as-
sociated with a man-made object (note that role property
associated with of class Activity is of type Man Made
Object) is sculpture or one of its narrower terms.

5.2 Another Thesaurus Implementation

The above implementation takes advantage of the efficient
optimization of OQL except in the presence of method tree
in the where clause which allows to deduce all descriptions
in the DB that use a narrower term of the one present in the
query. This thesaurus traversal not only is costly but may also
lead to non optimal query execution plans. This is particularly
true for complex queries such as the last one in the above
examples.

Therefore even though querying in such a model only
requires a limited form of deduction on the btg relation in
concept thesauri, this facility becomes a central issue when
querying description bases including thesauri with thousands
of terms. The idea is then to transform thesaurus traversal
queries into equivalent interval queries on a linear domain,
which queries could then be efficiently answered by standard
DBMS query languages without deduction mechanisms.

To achieve this, thesaurus terms are replaced by labels for
which a convenient total order exists. The thesaurus tree is
said to be linearized, as explained below.

The maximal degree or fan-out in any thesaurus is de-
noted by max, which means that each thesaurus term has
at most max direct sons in the hierarchy. Assume for the
time being that max = 9. At each level sibling sons are
ranked from left to right, with rank in [1,max]. Let n be a
node in the tree. We label n with a string over the integers i,
1 ≤ i ≤ max. The string length is d if n is at depth d in the
tree. The i-th character in the label of n is equal to m if the
i-th node in the path from root to n has for a rank m (its is
the mth of its siblings from left to right). Figure 10 gives an
example of labeled thesaurus withmax = 9 where each term
is only represented by its rank.

1 2 9

1 2 3 9

1 2 3 4

1 2 7

root

. . .

. . .

. . .

Fig. 10. Linearized Representation of a Thesaurus

Let label(t) denote the label of term t. Then the ascending
lexical order on term labels is a total order with the following
property : all labels in the sub-tree with root t are larger than
label(t) and smaller than label(t′) where t′ is the next sibling
of t on the right in the thesaurus. As an example (max=9),
the next sibling of node n with label 22 has for a label 23 and
the descendants of n are labeled by 221, 2221, 2222,..., 2227,
223 and 224.

Then in a description stored in the DB, a thesaurus term is
represented by a string label and descriptions can be indexed
(with the system B-tree) on the term label as any regular O2

object. Further a typical query such as descendants of term t
(obtained by tree(t) in the above implementation), becomes
an interval query on node labels : if the term n is labeled
by 222, then tree(n) becomes the interval query [222, 223[.
More generally, let next(n) be the label of the next sibling
of n on the right. Query “t in tree(n)” becomes the interval
query “label(t) between [label(n), label(next(n))[”. As an
example, the above OQL query for ”Painters of sculptures” is
rewritten as:

select a.performed_by.url
from a in Activities

lb in LActors,
lm in LManMadeObjects

where lb.term = ‘‘painter’’
and lm.term = ‘‘sculture’’
and a.performed_by.label

between (lb.label, lb.nextlabel)
and a.associated-with.label

between (lm.label, lm.nextlabel)

We suppose that with each class c is associated a class
Lc defining the labels of the concept thesaurus for c, i.e.
defining for each term t, its label and its next sibling la-
bel. With each class Lc is associated the entry point Lcs
which is a collection of objects of class Lc. For example,
the range of lb is the collection (labels) LActors. It corre-
sponds to the term painter in the concept thesaurus of Actor
and lb.nextlabel is the label of the next sibling of this
term in the same thesaurus.
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Compared to the same query with the tree implementa-
tion of the thesaurus, the two last clauses (tree traversal) are
replaced by two selections and two interval queries on labels
of the collections LActors and LManMadeObjects.

Three remarks are noteworthy. First, the price to be paid is
the two supplementary selection clauses on labels. Of course
LActors and LManMadeObjectsmust be indexed on the
term attribute. Second, the descriptions must be preprocessed
in order to replace terms by labels. Any change in the label of
a term must be propagated to the descriptions. However, the
advantage of this solution is two-fold : it allows to process
tree traversals by standard database optimization techniques
on interval queries and the performance gain to be obtained
should be significant for queries involving large thesauri and
several criteria on thesaurus terms.

Last, if the query involves several thesauri, the query can
be transformed into a hyperrectangle query on a multidimen-
sional space of labels. As an example, take the query above
“Painters who painted sculptures”. Any s1 description having
for a term a member in tree(“sculptures′′) and any s2 de-
scription having for a term, a member in tree(“painter′′) is
a candidate for the answer. Such a pair is a point in the two
dimensional space with coordinates a.performed by.label
and a.associated with.label. Then the two last and clauses
can be replaced by a window query. This is illustrated by Fig-
ure 11: all points contained in the rectangle represent cou-
ples of descriptions on Actor and Man-Made Object (urls)
candidates for the query answer. If queries involving both
a thesaurus traversal on the concept thesaurus of Actor and
Man-Made Object are frequent, it is worth creating a 2-
dimensional index on Actor labels and Man-Made Object
labels.

s1

s2

painter

sculpture

Fig. 11. Two-dimensional Thesaurus Index

2-dimensional (Spatial) indexing methods[23] as well as
spatial query processing strategies[41] are not yet fully inte-
grated in the kernel of off the shelf DBMS. However a current
trend of these DBMS is to provide simple and fairly efficient
extensions to handle spatial data. As an example, [45] de-

scribes the spatial extension of the relational DBMS Oracle
8i.

We end up this presentation with a discussion on the
choice of the maximal value of the fan-out max. Most the-
sauri have a maximal fan-out of the order of 100. As an ex-
ample, the AAT thesaurus fan-out is 70. Then a reasonable
value formax is 128 allowing to code a node label by a string
of characters, each character being chosen in a vocabulary of
128 characters. If a node n with label l has a degree that hap-
pens to be larger than max21 the following simple splitting
strategy can be followed (see Figure 12 which shows the tree
of Figure 10 after the split resulting from the insertion of a
son to the node with label 2, max = 9):

1. Create two sons for n with label 1 and 2. These two sons
n1 and n2 are not associated with any term.

2. Assign to n1 the (max + 1)/2 left sons of n and to n2
the (max+ 1)/2 right sons. Let l.i be the label of the ith
son of n prior to the split. After the split if i ≤ max/2,
its label becomes l.1.i , else it becomes l.2.i. This update
has to be propagated recursively down the tree.

1 2 9

1 2

1 2 3 4 51 4 52 3

1 2 7

root

. . .

. . .

1 3 42

Fig. 12. Splitting a Linearized Thesaurus

6 Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a modular, component based
approach to the construction of metadata schemas based on
the integration of ontologies and thesaurus hierarchies. A pro-
totype under development provides tools to support the cre-
ation of a metadata schema resulting from (a) the specifica-
tion of connection relations between a thesaurus T and an
ontology O, and (b) the automatic creation of concept the-
sauri. We have also shown two applications using such meta-
data schema : (i) the automatic creation of RDF schema and
(ii) the description and querying of source descriptions . The-
sauri are represented as tree-structured attribute values, and

21 Either upon the thesaurus creation or upon a term insertion posterior to
the creation.
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although not supported by off the shelf DBMS, the use of
tree-structured domains is useful in several application areas,
see for example [44,14].

Our examples were taken from the cultural applica-
tion domain which disposes a large number of thesauri.
RCHME 22 (Royal Commission of the Historical Monuments
of England), ICONCLASS 23, ULAN24 (United List of Artist
Names), Thesaurus de l’Architecture of the French Ministry
of Culture25 are some of these thesauri. Nevertheless, the
presented approach can also be applied to other scientific
domains (e.g. medicine, biology or chemistry) or electronic
commerce (e.g. electronic catalogue) applications that dis-
pose rich classification structures.

An interesting issue concerns the specification of the con-
nection relation. Whereas, this relation can be specified man-
ually for a limited number of terms and concepts, its creation
gets cumbersome when the number of connected terms and
concepts increases. There are two possible solutions to this
problem. First, thesaurus terms are often used for indexing
documents. The existence of these terms at the data level
might then be exploited for the automatic creation of the con-
nection relation by using data mining techniques. The sec-
ond solution consists in the definition of simple declarative
queries (e.g. path expressions) for extracting sets of thesaurus
terms.

As described in Section 4, the resulting metadata schema
can be perceived as the domain model in mediation based
systems and it plays an essential role in achieving semantic
interoperability between the sources. We are currently study-
ing the use of the metadata schema to describe the structure of
XML sources by establishing appropriate mapping rules be-
tween the XML DTDs and the metadata schemas in the spirit
of the Xyleme Project26. We intend to implement a mediator
that takes advantage of both the semantic source descriptions
and the structural descriptions to mediate user queries to un-
derlying information sources.

We are currently applying this approach to the definition
of semantically rich domain models in the context of the C-
Web project27.

C-Web is primarily a resource discovery and information
integration system for specific user communities on the Web,
with a mediator-based architecture. As a resource discovery
system, it allows to describe existing information resources
with structured metadata, acting as surrogates of the actual
documents. A Web resource is viewed by the mediator as a
valid XML document or a collection of valid XML docu-
ments. C-Web aims at selecting documents according to their
description in a first step, and to send in a second step to se-
lected sources a query in a standard XML query language
and to integrate the result. In this context we are extending
the description model of Section 4 so that the mediator can

22 http://www.rchme.gov.uk/thesaurus/mon types/default.htm
23 http://iconclass.let.ruu.nl/home.html
24 http://shiva.pub.getty.edu/ulan browser/
25 http://www.culture.gouv.fr/documentation/thesarch/pres.htm
26 http://www.xyleme.com
27 http://cweb.inria.fr/cwebproj.html

automatically generate XML queries from (i) the user query
and (ii) the information found in the source description of
sources being selected.
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